
EU University Championship Participation Conditions  
 

 
1. Both couple members are students of any form of university studies (full time, 

external, postgradual). None of the couple members can be over 27 year old by the 

competition date. One member of the couple can be in the last year of the high school. 

 - university studies have to be proved by relevant document (index, ISIC), high school last 

year studies have to be proved by special school and national dance federation 

acknowledgement (please send in advance to be verified)  

- these conditions are in compliance with the EUSA (European university sport association)  

 

2. By 15/11/2010 Each EU member country nominates through its national dance sport 

federation up to 3 couples into both disciplines ( 3 STT,3 LAT). Following needs to be sent 

to the organiser address:  name, date of birth, school name/type of studies/year of studies, 

photography of the couple in electronic form.   

- Nomination is each country internal matter.  

- Couple can compete in both disciplines (organiser will adapt time table). First 

rounds will run in the afternoon, semifinals and finals of both competitions in the evening, 

as a part of gala program (shot by TV). 

-  

3. Transport to and from the competition is in each participant expense or on expense of 

national federation. Organiser guarantees the accommodation (up to 2 nights in 2* hotel), 

drinking water (mineral waters), hot food during the competition (dinner). 

 

4. Competition will be held under the common IDSF rules.  

 

5. Competitions will run in STT and LAT, the winners will obtain „EU Academic 

Champion in STT/LAT“. The most successful couple, after summed up results from both 

STT and LAT, will obtain special price for the Most Universal Academic Couple from the 

Government of the Slovak Republic.  

 

6. The competition will be judged by the jury of licensed IDSF adjudicators (7-9). For 

the pilot year, mainly representatives of countries that have academic couples were chosen. 

 

 

 

 
 


